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Abstract 

Call Centre, in the surveyed CRM Programs, played a peripheral or support function. It was setup to support Sales and/or Service in a 
CRM Program. It was a conduit between the customer and the sales/service organization. In several organizations this 
activity/function/department was outsourced to third party. It has been and shall remain about seats, agents & calls. The jugglery 
between these 3 variables being measured against calls to conversions, cost per lead et al.  And targets are set to increase conversion 
rate; reduce cost per lead and so on. Always a Cost Centre!  

This paper presents a profound shift on how organizations should setup and run a Call Centre. To think beyond cost- to- serve metric 
and position the Call Centre as a central element within the CRM Program. An institution and/or core business function, around 
which the organization shall align itself. The Epicentre of organization endeavour to become customer facing. The researcher (and 
author) of this paper draws findings* from over 30+ consulting & technology CRM programs blueprinted and/or delivered across 
10+ countries spanning the Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia, in 5+ industries, leveraging over 6+ methodologies, frameworks and 
technologies. The key findings have been listed into 11 recommendations, for organizations and CRM practitioners, to enable this 
paradigm shift.   
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1. Wrap up call

 
Call Centre in the surveyed organizations was a Cost Centre with clearly laid down cost metrics. Wrap-Up Call 

time is one of the key measures implemented in Call Centres to achieve cost metric. Based on empirical data and with 
sole intent of meeting cost metric target organizations set maximum time a call centre can spend with customers on 
phone. CRM systems are available which would prompt the agent, with windows pop-up screen, to wrap up call as soon 
as the set time limit approaches- warning them to close the customer call and move on to the next. In fact agents have a 
KPI to meet achieve this measure. Appraisals depend on it. Unless organizations break this ceiling, the Call Centre 
will remain a seat, agent and call jugglery achieving very little for the organization – be it sales or service support.   

 



  

 

Organizations need to realize that the customer is not just another caller, lest customers begin treating you like 
just another number. Customers have need for information, be it in pre-sales or post-sales situation. Each customer is an 
individual and has unique needs. Personalized attention is important. Setting the same time limit for all customers, 
calling in, is a gross generalization. Mathematics will not work if Customer Relationship Management is the strategic 
intent in your organization. 

 
It is only after organizations do away with this practice can they make the paradigm shift being recommended by 

the researcher in this paper.  
 

2. Interactive script 

Now that we don’t have wrap-up call time limit, the Sword of Damocles hangs over the agent on how best he can 
engage with customer to understand and resolve his complaint or inquiry. The focus, metric and KPI now shifts to 
quality of handling customer call. To ensure the team is able to meet quality of customer contact expectations, the 
organization has to ensure communication is standard and not agent dependent as far as practical. Interactive script is a 
good tool that most CRM systems provide, allowing agents to follow and Q&A process flow for each type of sales or 
service scenario. There is sequence of questions you need to ask and based on each customer response, your subsequent 
question may vary – guiding the agent to achieve desirable outcome.  
 

  Building a strong interactive script tool is tedious, but not technical. However the challenge is for Call Centre 
managers to constantly update these scripts to be in line with customer requirements be it in terms of complexity of 
queries and/or new requirements on account of new product/service launch. Maintenance of these scripts should be a 
KRA for Call Centre Supervisors/Managers/Team Leads. All the surveyed organizations in this paper had no such KPI 
defined for their team. 

 

3. Solution database

Another key tool that can improve and enhance quality of contact with customer is providing access to Solution 
database or knowledge repository or FAQ (Frequently Asked Question).  This allows agents to access ready-made 
solutions to standard or frequently received customer queries. Moreover access to such a repository ensures a good 
percentage of customer queries are addressed and/or resolved by call centre agents, instead of it being forwarded to 
sales/service or concerned department. 

The CRM programs surveyed, had either left this topic on the drawing board or implemented the construct but never 
got to maintaining it.  Such improvement initiatives will be implemented by Call Centre teams only if the organization 
decides to make that paradigm shift as recommended in this paper. Else it will be relegated to an academic 
consideration and with no champion to implement and maintain this tool. There are CRM systems available which can 
send out automated responses to issues if a solution database exists within the organization. Just select the category/sub-
category of complaint and it will compose an automatic email response for the customer suggested couple of resolutions 
available.  

 

4. Training

An important area where most Call Centres scored poorly was the level of skills & knowledge; and attitude of 
agents. Skills and knowledge is an easier target to achieve. However common pitfalls include agents’ first-hand 
experience in field. Agent can be trained on processes and product; systems and software; but what falls thru the gap – 
especially during complex customer calls- is their knowledge or experience of having worked in a sales or service 
function.  

It is recommended that agents, as part of orientation or in-boarding, are mandatorily made to shadow the 
organization’s sales or service team in the field. So that they understand what a day looks like for the sales or service 
executive. And what a face-to-face customer interaction entails.  With too much cost focus, none of the CRM programs 
surveyed had a budget for such activity.  It is also important, as Call Centre takes centre-stage within the organization, 
for agents and sales/service executives to connect and understand each other’s role and constraints impact them.  

 

 

 



 

                    

5. Extended Call Centre 

“Each individual employee is a brand representative for their employer/organization”. This is well understood and 
accepted. The researcher proposes Call Centre (CRM) as a shared responsibility for all employees within the 
organization.  

What this means, is the Call Centre agent is not solely responsible for handling calls with customers. All employees 
should be available as agents, as part of Extended Call Centre. To elaborate: in case a customer wants additional 
information not available with Call Centre agent, then he should be able to immediately conference or arrange a call 
back with Sales or Service executive. This recommendation is a level higher than what we have in traditional Call 
Centres. In case an agent is unable to resolve or address customer query during the call, he creates a interaction record 
and forwards to concerned department. It is very rare to see an agent immediately connecting you to his sales executive, 
if you request for it. “Sir I will forward your request to concerned department and they will get back to you soon”.  

Extended Call Centre proposes 2 important process changes within organizations. (a) Conference the concerned 
executive (b) record the minutes of the conference call and agent to follow-up and close this with all concerned 
stakeholders. Systems are available to enable this. Insurance and banking industry has implemented such processes 
where the verification team is made available on conference call to close a sale or service interaction.  

In terms of organization preparedness this implies that ALL employees of the organization who has a KRA for 
customer interaction need to be trained on Call Centre processes and CRM tools being used by the agents. So all 
concerned employees, apart from Call Centre agents, will also have access to Call Centre tools & systems.  

Unless the industry champions such a shift towards Extended Call Centre, CRM product companies will not present 
a low cost user license pricing to make such a shift economically viable.   

6. Call back  

         “You are the 4th caller in the queue, your call is important to us. We are eager to speak with you”. All of us are 
familiar with such automated messages being played back at us, as we wait to speak with a Call Centre agent. The 
researcher has analyzed several thousands of call waiting month-on-month for various organizations and it is the same 
story across.  

Organizations know service is the battlefield for remaining in business, even then how many of them are ready to go 
that extra mile to provide customer convenience in complaint management, especially those coming on over phone. The 
researcher proposes Call Centre and CRM tools are built such that beyond 2-3 minute wait, customers should not queue. 
The voice response from your IVR (Interactive Voice Response) system could play like: “You are the 4th caller in the 
queue. We value your business and know you have the choice of other products/services (reference being made to 
competition). We value your time and shall arrange a call back in the next 10 minutes”.  

Note how many times your sales team would have called the same customer during pre-sales stage for business. Why 
don’t we arrange a call back in post-sales situation? 

 

7.  Dedicated call centre number(s)

Toll Free numbers are common in the industry. However there are very few organizations that have a separate 
dedicated number for their Gold customers (also referred to as High Value Customers or VIP customers).  This is 
similar to Loyalty customers in leading airlines, where they can have priority check-in at airports.   It must be noted by 
organizations that phone is the most accessible and effective medium of communication. E-Mail may score in 
accessibility, but lower in effectiveness. You can speak with an agent and resolve your issue almost immediately than 
wait a 24 hour SLA (Service Level Agreement) to receive any meaningful response. Such separate numbers will enable 
load balancing and also achieve preferential treatment to loyal and/or VIP customers.  

 

 

8. Escalation management

Organizations and CRM Programs that can effectively implement escalation management practice within their 
organizations would be valued by customers and lead to less customer churn than competition.  

As much as this research paper outlines how Call Centres should be centre-stage, it also appreciates that the customer 
need not be stuck with it. Majority of programs surveyed in this paper, had processes where escalation management was 
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within the Call Centre: from agent to Team Lead/Supervisor to CRM Head.  Escalation is a matter of governance. And 
higher the Diversity Quotient, better the governance! It is therefore recommended that the stakeholders within the 
escalation matrix designed to manage escalation should have person(s) drawn from multiple teams. For example, after 
escalation from agent to Call Centre supervisor, the next escalation should be to Regional Manager Sales or Service as 
relevant. This builds diversity and the customer is not stuck with one department, who could have vested interest in not 
resolving or delaying the resolution.  Next pitfall noted during the research is how matters get escalated. The system or 
someone concerned prepares an elaborate worksheet (e.g. MS Excel based) with a list of ageing complaints or inquiries 
pending resolution beyond SLA specified period. These will have several columns of information from customer data to 
everything else. The worksheet is then e-mailed as attachment to next level in the escalation path. The worksheet itself 
is now so cumbersome and cluttered that the next level, usually a senior within the organization, will not have the time 
to assimilate all the information and take action; and slowly looses interest. The researcher has plugged this pitfall for 
several CRM programs by implementing an offline process for escalation management, apart from the one mentioned 
above. A regular meeting is setup between concerned teams to discuss each item on the worksheet and update the same. 

The more such meetings you have, more we will see frustration coming top-down, on time and energy wasted 
resolving items that ideally should have been resolved with people assigned to do so.  

9. Call centre survey

This is not the survey which a Call Centre conducts, but it is a survey that is conducted to understand customer 
perception of agents and the Call Centre. This 360 degree feedback is critical to improve Call Centre activities.  This is 
not similar to the SMS or e-mail you receive after speaking with a Call Centre agent requesting your feedback on the 
executive you just spoke with. The researcher has reviewed thousands of such SMS sent and the level of response 
received. The numbers are dismal and it does not provide sufficient input to improve Call Centre activities.  Sales & 
Marketing teams that interact with customers as their main KRA are trained to maintain cordial relations and keep 
communication appropriate and proper. However Call Centre agents never face a customer face-to-face and get away 
with improper utterances. This is also difficult to report, as customer may not know the name of agent. Customer 
Satisfaction survey is conducted, ironically by Call Centre, to gauge performance of sales and service of your 
organization. But almost no organization has a process of surveying the surveyor- the Call Centre.    

10. Empower the call centre

Does your Call Centre team have the authority to write-off a penalty charge or late-payment charge? Do they have 
the authority to offer a discount in addition to standard pricing structure offered by your sales team? Does your Call 
Centre have the authority to offer a Free Good to your customer beyond standard offering? The answer is simple. No!  

How can a Cost Centre take such decisions that have a financial impact or have a direct bearing on current sales and 
service processes available to customers? The researcher recommends this the paradigm shift in bringing Call Centre 
operations to centre-stage, especially for organizations embarking on a CRM Program. Unless we empower Call Centre 
to take such decisions, organizations will not have consistent Over And Above Customer Expectation scores. 
Organizations should move away from Cost Centre fabric for Call Centres to a semi-Profit Centre setup, where budget 
is allocated to Call Centre to offer such customer delight activities.  

  

11. Customer churn, Call List and your Call centre team size

 “Customer churn is common in the industry”. “We lose some to competition and convert some from competition”. This 
is a common collective knowledge with industry old-hands. However very few organizations muster up the ‘courage’ to 
invest in activities to arrest this churn instead of just looking at overall growth numbers which may still be growing.  

 
This is an underlying premise, on account of which organizations do not worry too much about losing customers on 

account of their own activities. Call List is just one of them. A common mistake is not to have a robust tool to create 
these Call Lists. Call Lists are list of customers whom you would call for a sales campaign et al. If these lists are not 
carefully created, you would end up calling a customer more than once thru several agents. This is a prevalent reason 
for customers to walk away from you, as it reflects your poor CRM activities.  Another related ill of customer churn 
myth is that customers are ready to wait in queue. There is no need to increase the number of agents, it will impact cost 
per lead etc. A few customers lost on account of this is a trade-off organizations are ready to make. What organizations 
may not realize is the brand erosion that happens on account of holding on to myth like customer churn and the belief 



 

  

that no action is required. 
 



 

  

12. Conclusions 

The 11 recommendations from the exhaustive research of CRM programs implemented or 
envisioned by organizations provide a path-breaking set of To-Do. It spells a major paradigm shift in 
how organizations view their Call Centre and where they place it within their organization structure.  
The research will be a ready reckoner for organizations and CRM consultants/practitioners to look at 
Call Centre setup from a completely new perspective & take up leadership position in the industry.  
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